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Apology 

* Bilingual presentation on broad overview across 

   disciplinary boundaries

* Some materials gathered from the Bengali book   

    চচতননন ববজনন,     ধরর ও দররননর আনলননক (২০১৯)

* Very few selected topics to be covered for time
   constraints



Agenda 

* Nature of the consciousness question and its
   uniqueness and importance
   
* How modern sciences address the questions 
   on consciousness 

* Culture and Consciousness 

* Meditation research 



Fundamental Questions 

* How could something - the universe - come 
   out of nothing?

* How could ‘life’ – organic molecules - arise out of
   inorganic dead matter? 

* How could consciousness emerge in organic
   matter? 



Consciousness

* Millennia-old mystery: mind-body relationship

* Most intimate experience – yet most  unknown
 
* Most difficult to reconcile with other areas of
   knowledge, e.g., physics, neuroscience

* Common area of inquiry for neuroscientist,
   psychologist, physicist,  philosopher, theologian...
   



What is Consciousness?

* Awareness

* Ability to respond
 
* Thinking 

* Cognition, Affect, Emotional Expression 

* Self-Consciousness
   



Approaches to Study Consciousness

* Neuroscience – e.g. Crick, Eccles, Edelman

* Quantum Mechanics – e.g. Roger Penrose
 
* Machine Intelligence – e.g. Marvin Minsky 

* Philosophy/Theology -  





Neuroscience and Consciousness

* To attack ‘easy questions’

* To identify Neural Correlates of Consciousness
   (NCC) instead of Neural Basis of Consciousness 

* Initially working on common sense-experience
   e.g. vision   

* Philosophers question the scientists 



Science and Consciousness

Can objective information illuminate subjective experience? 

  Qualia: Qualitative feel of conscious experience

                            Qualia
      



Explanatory Gap

The Spectrogram of the Human Voice 

Can you explain the melody of Raga Vairabi on the basis of 
air-pressure waves?



 Mind-Body Problem 

                  Miniature Human Brain produced in vitro



What is it like to be a bat?



Computer and Consciousness

Turing Test

Can a Computer equal Human Intelligence?



Computer and Consciousness

Long years have passed.
I think of goodbye.
Locked tight in the night
I think of passion;
Drawn to for blue, the night
During the page
My shattered pieces of life
watching the joy
shattered pieces of love
My shattered pieces of love
gone stale.

Poem 



Computer and Consciousness

Aaron, the AI Painter, created by Harold Cohen



Computer and Consciousness

Sophia,  Social Humanoid Robot 



Culture and Consciousness

 

   

   
   



Brain activity in East Asians and Americans as 
they make relative and absolute judgments 

(Hedden and Gabrielli, 2008)



Cultural Neuroscience

 

   

   
   Richard Nisbett, The Geography of Thought:  How Asians 

and Westerners Think Differentlly… and Why (2003)



Meditation  

* One of the eight angas of yoga 

* Early studies on functions of heart and lungs 
 
* Studies of brain waves in yogis 

* Studies on Transcendental Meditation 

* A voluntary wakeful hypometabolic state 



Meditation Research  

* Changes in brain functions 

* Changes in brain structures

 
 

 



Meditation Research  

* Changes in gene expression induced by
    meditation

 

 



Samadhi  

* Last stage of the Astanga Yoga  

* Through the paths of knowledge and devotion
 
* The last mystery   

* How can you describe something which is
   indescribable? 



Bhava Samadhi  

* Through the path of Devotion   

* When the mind dissolves
 
* No “I” 

 

Sri Ramakrishna Sri  Anukulachandra 







Libet’s Experiment 

 
 

 



Philosophy in Scientific Explanations 

 Two types of Explanations in Science

* Mechanical explanation: How does it work?  

* Teleological : Why does it work?
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